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ABSTRACT

This study proposes The Knowledge Management Barriers for private universities, data collected in Palembang through an online questionnaire distributed to 131 of ABC University lecturers. The results showed that there were four factors with the same components extracted by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with each factor consisting of 9, 4, 4 and 5 factors with similar components. These factors are further classified based on similarity of components, namely: Organizational, Technology, Infrastructure, and Environment Barriers. These barrier factors can be used as a reference for private universities in determining KM strategy to avoid the failure of KM implementation in private universities.
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INTRODUCTION

Data and technology growth are increasing fast, encouraging data processing into useful information, known as Knowledge [1]. The application of Knowledge Management to an organization is something that can provide opportunities for organizational progress, but on the other hand it can also be a challenge for the organization itself [2]. Some of the opportunities and challenges include: the process of creating and maintaining knowledge-excels in terms of relevance, importance, volume, variety, currency, organization, accuracy and security; the process of developing a superior combination of knowledge between humans and machines so as to produce a combination of innovations that have high asset value as knowledge resources; the process of developing a system of documenting experiences as tacit knowledge sourced from experts; the integration of the use of the knowledge base, processors, and processes for superiority as a step in: making sense, predict, evaluate, decision-making [3].

Higher Education Institutions serve as a as reservoir of knowledge and are no longer just providing knowledge to students. These institutions manage, blend, and share knowledge among the faculty staff themselves. Thus, managing knowledge is inevitably challenging and an important concept in higher learning institutions [4]. The main goal of Higher Education Institutions (HEI) are produce and manage knowledge through human activities and technical practices to connect individuals from various levels of administration and sections. Some of the process are to form working groups, built the relationships that produce shares and exchange knowledge they have as the organization culture, support individual and collective learning processes, improving and developing individual and organizational performance. Those processes are called as Knowledge Management (KM) [5]. KM is defined as a mechanism that includes a systematic process, in which knowledge is created, captured, shared and utilized for the needs of individuals and organizations [1][6][7]. Information practices and learning strategies known as knowledge management are gaining acceptance in the field of education, this is evident by the fact that several higher learning institutions, particularly in the developed world have been receiving grants to implement knowledge management practices [4]. Therefore, there is no doubt, KM is an important activity that must be effectively carried out by organizations worldwide especially for HEI as the Knowledge Creator Places [8].

Given this growing interest, numerous studies have examined issues in the wider context of knowledge management implementation in organizations. However, comprehensive research in the area of knowledge management practice between university faculty staff has been rather limited. Based on previous studies, the authors need to review deep down on strategic issues on KM implementation at university, especially for private universities in Palembang as an effort to avoid the failure of KM implementation.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Some previous studies mention KM processes as: Creation/acquisition, modification, use, archiving, transfer, translation, access, and disposal, transmission, utilisation, packaging and assembly, application, reuse, and revalidation of knowledge [9][10][11][12][13]. Nonaka, Toyama and Konno introduced the four KM processes as Socialization, Externalization, Internalization, and Combination [14]. Becerra and Fernandez define that knowledge management processes as Knowledge Capture, Sharing, Application, and Discovery [15].

Knowledge Management in Higher Education Institution (HEI) Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) are places to create and disseminate knowledge through research, publications and by supporting learning and innovation [16]. The
existence of knowledge management practices in educational institutions is believed to help build the future of a dynamic academic environment, the development and improvement of the efficiency of sharing, transfer, acquisition, creation and reuse of knowledge that will improve overall organizational performance in the end [17][18][19][20]. Knowledge Management Barriers in Private University KM Barriers, are factors that have a negative effect and the probability of its being beneficial on KM implementing [21][22]. KM Barriers that was found in the previous research summarized on Table 1 [21][22][23][24][25]. Next those barrier factors are named as X1 into X22 when the PCA running on SPSS such Table 1 presented.

### Table 1 Barrier Factors found on Previous Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>BARRIER FACTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Lack of policies and rewarding mechanisms to encourage and promote research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Lack of vision lack of resources and funding for research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Limited access to data and databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>Heavy workload due to teaching and administrative duties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X5</td>
<td>Fewer multi-disciplinary and inter-institutional research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>Difficulty in obtaining research grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X7</td>
<td>Lack of a knowledge sharing culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X8</td>
<td>Promotion policy leading to individualistic and competitive behaviour, mistrust, fear, crab mentality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X9</td>
<td>Lack of incentives to encourage knowledge sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X10</td>
<td>Frequent leadership changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X11</td>
<td>Weak industry–academia linkage lack of interactive web portal/research repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X12</td>
<td>Possibility of the loss of documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X13</td>
<td>Low compatibility of document management systems used by different subdivisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X14</td>
<td>Absence of possibility of simultaneous document editing by different users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X15</td>
<td>Ambiguous subordination structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X16</td>
<td>Ambiguous job instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X17</td>
<td>Lack of understanding of what employee has what knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X18</td>
<td>Lack of motivation to share knowledge as activities not included into the regular job duties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X19</td>
<td>Excessive communication processes centralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X20</td>
<td>Low compatibility of document management systems used by different subdivisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X21</td>
<td>Possibility of loss of documents in the all-university obligatory document management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X22</td>
<td>Lack of having good infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 shows that there are 22 factors found from previous studies that will be analyzed and extracted based on their principal components.

**Principal Component Analysis (PCA)**

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate analysis technique which aims to explain the relationship between some variables that are difficult to interpret, correlated in terms of some conceptually meaningful components that are not correlated with each other through linear transformations of the original variable become a set of new variables which are referred to as principal components. PCA uses an approach interpretation of the main components is acceptable if the main component is extracted using the R. variance-covariance matrix as well used to obtain the main components, since the principal component engineering depends on scale, in principle loading components with this approach is therefore much influenced by the unit of measurement the variables considered. Therefore, interpretations the main components are only based on their magnitude loading [26][27][28].

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This research was conducted at ABC university in Palembang, with a total of 131 lecturers as respondents by random sampling technique. Data collection was done by distributing manual and online questionnaires and collected 100 items data set. The results of data processing using SPSS 22 Version shows that the value of Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of Sampling score 0.831 which more than 0.5 so that the proposed barrier factors are valid [29]. The detail score of Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of shows on Figure 1.

**Figure 1** The Result of KMO and Bartlett’s Test

The score for Communalities of all factors are also show more than 0.5 which means the factors proposed describe the barriers on KM implementation properly[26]. The result of final matrix rotation shows that the factors divide into 4 factors classification that have similarity principal components as Figure 2 showed.

**Figure 2** The Result of Final Rotation Matrix

The results of Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure shows four (4) component classification consisting each barrier factors on KM implementation:

- **Factors 1(one)** including X1, X2, X4, X9, X10, X15, X16, X19, and X8 are named as Organizational Barriers
- **Factors 2 (Two)** including: X13, X20, X3 and X11 are named as Technology Barriers
- **Factors 3 (Three)** including X12, X14, X22 and X21 are named as Infrastructure Barriers
- **Factors 4 (Four)** including X5, X6, X7, X18 and X17 as named as Environment Barriers

The factors are classified by the similarity principle of components, named according to the characteristics of the factors based on KM enablers which have also been widely studied before[30], [31][32][33]. In this study, the results show the quite same of previous studies are in other countries, but the factor of education providers whose formed as foundations with centralized and traditional governance is also crucial issue that needs to be considered in depth for the successful implementation of KM.

**CONCLUSION**

The results of this study are the classification of barrier factors on KM implementation in private universities in Palembang, among others Organizational include: lack of policies and rewarding mechanisms to encourage and promote research; lack of vision lack of resources and funding for research; heavy workload due to teaching and administrative duties; promotion policy leading to individualistic and competitive behavior, mistrust, fear, crab mentality; lack of incentives to encourage knowledge sharing; frequent leadership changes; ambiguous subordination structure; ambiguous job instructions; low compatibility of document management systems used by different subdivisions; Technology include: weak industry academia linkage lack of interactive web portal/research repository; limited access to data and databases; low compatibility of document management systems used by different subdivisions; excessive communication processes centralization; Infrastructure include: possibility of the loss of documents; absence of possibility of simultaneous document editing by different users; possibility of loss of
documents in the all- university obligatory document management system; lack of having good infrastructure; and Environment Barriers include: fewer multi-disciplinary and inter-institutional research projects; difficulty in obtaining research grants; lack of a knowledge sharing culture; lack of understanding of what employee has what knowledge; lack of motivation to share knowledge as activities not included into the regular job duties. This research only considers the internal side as barrier factors that needs to be studied, further research may concern on external factors of private universities as factors also need to be considered before implementing KM. Private universities should arrange the KM strategy by taking into account the inhibiting factors found in this study on next.
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